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Il\fTROI)TJCTION
Reading in the total school curriculum is difficult
to achieve. It is difficult because a program across
a network of disciplines involves the careful planning
and expertise of nmaerous people. It is difficult be-
cause the curriculum, as well as the materials used
within the curricul~~, must not be the same for all
learners. But just as the content of our curricula
must change to satisfy the needs of each of our students,
so must we help each obtain and pol~sh the tools essen-
tial for unlocking the ideas presented in print.
Change is inevitable. We must change to keep pace
with the times, as difficult as the path may seem at
times. We are obligated, by our very calling, to urge
and abet change in our students. 've are obligated to
accept all students on equal terms. We are obligated
to help them, to the best of our ability, prepare for
a world which none of us can foresee with much acc,uracy.
One thing is certain, however. Our field of specialty-
communication-will continue to be the most important and,
perhaps, most complex aspect of hunlan development. 1
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research paper is to initiate
change. In order to formulate reading in the total curricu-
lum, polish learning tools, keep pace with the times, accept
all students on equal terms, and continue to delve into the
1N• A. Robinaort, "Reading in the To'tcl1 School Cur-ric-
ulum, n Interr.ational Reading !\.ssocia-cion Conference Pro-
ceedings 13, Vol. 1 (1969), pp. 1-8.
1
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2complexities of human development, the writer will become
part of an eighth grade team. Developing reading skills
in the content areas is best implemented from within the
particular content area. Realistic planning and teaching
is created when total participation is realized. Given
the opportunity to become a member of the team, the writer
will attempt strategies in the sequential development of
reading abilities for eighth grade students within the
framework of team decisions. The educational cycle of
planning, teaching, and evaluation is a team process; there-
fore, reading skills will be formulated through team effort,
implemented ,by team members, and evaluated by team
members.
Overview of the Eighth Grade Team
The composition of team members is generated from
a team leader, one area coordinator, five other certified
teachers, and one intern. Teacher deployment in meeting
needs of pupils is directly related to the certification
of individual teachers on a team. 'It is important for
the reader to understand the total composition of this
team in order to interpret and extrapolate team decisions
presented in this paper.
3Team Composition
I. Team Leader
A. M.S. in Urban History
B. Title III experience
C. Second year as leader
II. Area Coordinator
A. Working toward M.S. in Media Specialist
B. Sixth year at Starbuck
III. Other Teachers
A. Writer-Working toward M.A. in Reading
Consultant
B. One first year teacher-interned at Starbuck
(seventh grade team)
C. Two third year teachers-both have B.S. degrees
D. One seventh year teacher-B.S. degree
E. One intern (Wisconsin State University-
'Vllitewater)
IV. Totals
A. Four men and four women
B. One M.S. degree
C. Two working toward masters
D. Four with B.S. degrees
E. One working towards B.S. degree
F. Twenty-nine and one-half years experience
These will be the teachers who will aid the writer
in his research paper. The team members will be responsible
to teach English and social studies to four hundred and
fifty-eight eighth grade students. Starbuck Junior High
will be on split shifts due to overcrowding and failure of
the bond referendum to build an additional junior high school
in Racine. Team hours are as such: (1) 7:30 A.M. - 2:30 P.M.
for teachers; (2) 7:30 A.M. - 12:00 P.M. for pupils; and
(3) 12:00 P.M. ~ 2:30 P.M. SAT (Supplementary Assigned Time)
for pupils and teachers. (See Appendix A, page 41)
_._._.._------_.__ .. _. ------,
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The services of the reading specialist are limited
because she is only able to instruct a few students at a
given time. Her services are also rendered to the seventh
grade team. The following criteria is used as a team
decision to send pupils to the reading specialist: (1) I.Q.
between 70-80; (2) eTBS results of second and third grade
ability; and (3) recommendations from the seventh grade team.
Other services such as the instructional secretary, three
aides, and the librarian and staff are used by the entire
school. (See Appendix A, page 42)
The Literature Section
I. Very Low
A. To reading specialist
B. Emphasize reading skills-limit literature
instruction
II. Low (two groups)
A. Fourth - Sixth Grade Scores - CTBS results
B. Emphasize reading skills through SRA
materials
C. Some literature skills
III. ~1iddle
A. Emphasize literature skills
B. No reading·
IV. High ~Iiddle
A. More abstract literature skills
v. High (two groups)
A. Emphasize abstract symbols
B. Creative activities
5In the areas of grammar, mechanics, and speech there
are no formal texts. Spelling and writing skills are taught
with a text; however, they are used only as a resource.
Literature and social study classes use multiple text and
I.M.C. kits (Instructional Material Center-trade books);
however, English is taught without a basic book.
Present Methods of Reading Instruction
Eighth Grade Team
Present methods to teach reading skills are indicated
on the outline in the preceeding section. Reading skills
are taught to eighth graders within the literature section
of English. The very low and low groups are the sections
that emphasize "reading skills". Pupils in the very low
group report to the. reading specialist and work in small
group instruction. The reading specialist uses limited
clinical aspects in teaching skills. In group work she
stresses vocabulary development, long and short vowel
understandings, and short stories for presenting compre-
hension skills. Individual instruction also stresses
vocabulary skills and utilizes the Be A Better Reader skill-
books (A-D). No diagnostic tests are given due to lack of
proper training in the area of reading. The reading
specialist is a certified guidance counselor. Pupils in
the very low group are usually in the first and second sta-
nines of the eTBS. In the low group.teachers utilize the
SRA materials on an individual basis. This is the extent
of formal reading instruction on the eighth grade team.
6Justification for Study
As one reads the present methods for teaching reading,
justification for study becomes obvious. Formal plans for
teaching reading are needed on this team in relation to:
(1) sequential developmental reading that incorporates
corrective and remedial sections; and (2) reading in the
content areas of literature and social studies. Initiation
of the reading program will be explained further in'Chapter
Three.
The writer feels that there is no formal reading
program! Only two sections in the literature groups
emphasize reading skills in an artificial aspect. Once
the reading specialist receives students there are no
diagnostic tools to further "understand" pupils needs.
Greater pupil assessment is needed in this area if it is
to be truly remedial. Formal instruction is necessary!
SRA material is only one tool for reading instruction--reading
involves a myriad of skills and materials. The writer also
feels that the "low" group should be introduced to the
literature skills.
In the area of social studies, reading skills should
be implemented as t~inking skills, organizational skills,
and "learning" skills. Social studies offer a vast array
of reading material for pupils to translate, interpret, and
extrapolate. Pupils also need many. study skills (such as
SQ3R) to organize' their learning into thinking.
7Learning something in a generic way is like leaping
over a barrier. On the other side of the barrier is
thinking. lVhen the generic has been grasped, it is then
that we are able to recognize the new problems we encounter
as exemplars of old principles we have mastered. Once
over the barrier, we are able to benefit from what William
James long ago called "the electric sense of analogy."
There are two interesting features in generic learning
that permits us to cross the barrier into thinking. One
of them is organization; the other is manipulation. If
we are to use our past learning, we must organize it in
such a way that it is no longer bound to the specific
situation in which the learning occurred. 2
The writer feels that this team has a fine nucleus of
members to attempt a realistic reading program. Teacher
attitude on this particular team and the Starbuck staff in
general is extremely positive. This team needs a catalyst
in order to generate action, and the writer hopes that he
can be that individual to initiate team decisions in reading.
Total team participation will be the most important aspect of
this study.
Create staff interest. The program should be developed
by the school staff, not "sold to" the staff. Make clear
that the development of a reading program wil3 improve thetotal teacher-learning program of the school.
2Jerome S. Bruner, "Learning and Thinking," Reading-
A-Thinking Process, ed. Russell E. Stauffer, The Reading-
Study Center Conference Proceedings, 40th Annual Educational
Conference, Vol. III (University of Delaware: Newark, Delaware,
1958), pp. 62-70.
3Ruth Strang, Implementing an All-School Instructional
Program in Reading, Abstract - University of Arizona, 1967,
Graduate Fellowship in Secondary Reading.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Current Research in Teaching Reading
At the Junior High Level
Recent literature in the area of reading at the
junior high level indicates the following concerns: (1)
total staff involvement; (2) fusing reading-skills and
content; (3) a sequential development of reading abilities;
(4) plans for corrective and remedial students; (5) improved
techniques in fo~al and informal diagnosis of students;
and (6) staff deployment to meet the needs of pupils. The
writer realizes that this list can be extended and more
specific; however, he feels that these reflect the priorities
of current authors.
Another aspect of reading important to the writer is
the acute perception of individuals such as Jerome Bruner
who delve into the "learning patterns" of children. Greater
knowledge into thinking patterns that link learning strategies
to the reading act give teachers a realistic approach to
curriculum and method.
8
9Let us not judge our students on what they know. That
is the philosophy of the quiz program. Rather, let them
be judged on what they can generate from what they know--
how well they can leap the barrier from learning to
thinking. 4
Initiation of a junior high reading program needs
total staff involvement.
The crusader for a school-wide developmental reading
program is not jousting with windmills. His interest
is in a real problem. And although he must have the
enthusiasm of Don Quixote, he needs a number of Sanchos.
He needs the help of every member of the junior high
staff: teachers, supervisors, and administrators. 'vith-
out them he can only wander aimlessly, making desultory
attacks on the reading program. 5
Only with total participation does the reading program be-
come realistic to teachers and students. How individuals
attain total staff interaction is directly related to
purpose--that is: (1) purpose' of education--what goals
or objectives should parents, teachers, and pupils strive
for; (2) purpose of pupil evaluation--what are the strengths
and weaknesses of students; (3) purpose of teacher certifica-
tion--how well are teachers prepared professionally; (4)
purpose of school organization--how do educators deploy
4Jerome S. Bruner, "Learning and Thinking," Reading-
A-Thinking Process, ed. Russell E. Stauffer, The Reading-
Study Center Conference Proceedings, 40th Annual Educational
Conference~ Vol. III (University of Delaware: Newark, Dela-
ware, 1958J, pp. 62-70. '
SCarl J. Freudenreich, "How Can a Junior High School
Staff Get a School-'vide Developmental Program Underway?"
Improving Reading in the Junior High School, ed. Arno Jewett,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare Conference Pro-
ceedings, Bulletin No. 10 (Washington 25, D.C.: United States
Government Printing Office, 1957), pp. 37-46.
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teachers and pupils in relation'to the educational cycle
of planning, teaching, and evaluatin~ and (5) purpose of
community involvement--how do local citizens become aware
of the necessity of formal reading programs in secondary
schools? The writer is aware that these statements are in
l
global terms. To become more specific, total staff inter-
action in the area of reading is created when student success
is realized in another department or team within the school.
Organizational skills in reading help content area
teachers develop thinking and learning skills for their
pupils. Each content area has a pattern of its own and
teachers need to help pupils unlock those patterns in order
to increase academic success. Not only do pupils need to
retain knowledge, but must comprehend a myriad of concepts.
Bloom has given teachers a taxonomy of educational objectives
that help them organize their teaching. 6 Barrett formulated
a taxonomy similar to Bloom in the area of comprehension and
related it to the reading act specifically,7 and Robert
Mager introduced teachers to behavioral objectives that
reflect learning outcomes through the manipulations and
6Benjamin S. Bloom, _T_a~x_o_n_o_m~~o_f__E_d_u_c_a_t~i_o_n_a~l~O~b~·e__c-
tives Handbook 1: Co nitive Domain 1st ed.; New York:
David McKay Company, Inc., 195
7Thomas C. Barrett, "Taxonomy of Cognitive and Af-
fective Dimensions of Reading Comprehension," Innovation"
and Change in Reading Instruction, ed. Robinson, Helen M~~
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Vol. 67, 'Part II (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1968),
pp. 7-29.
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manifestations of pupil behavior. 8 These authors will help
teachers organize their teaching in relation to pupil needs.
Now, teachers have to commit themselves to a developmental
reading program.
Smith states:
Content teachers can learn through inservice programs
how to help their students become better readers of
their subject-area materials.
The Madison, Wisconsin Public Schools are con~itted to
developing total-school approaches to developmental
reading instruction in all secondary schools. Develop-
mental reading instruction is defined as helping students
to learn the advanced vocabulary and to employ the
higher-level cognitive processes necessary for them to
comprehend increasingly difficult material. In keeping
with the commitment to total-school approaches to develop-
mental reading, the position of reading teacher at
LaFollette Senior High School has been changed to reading
consultant. Instead of teaching five developmental
reading classes each day, the consultant-teacher now
teaches two classes and spends the rest of her time helping
the school's 60 teachers incorporate the teaching of
reading into their subject matter classes.9
The Madison in-service model was organized generally
in: (l) defining the purpose; (2) planning the program;
(3) presenting the program; (4) department meetings; and
(5) evaluation. Concluding statements of the article were:
As the instructional reading needs of secondary
school students are discovered and categorized, it be-
comes increasingly apparent that to meet these needs all
content area teachers must include developmental reading
8Robert F. Mager, Pre arin Instructional Ob·ectives
(Palo Alto, California: Fearon Publishers, Inc., 19 2 •
9R• J. Smith and others, "Teaching Reading in the
Content Areas; An Inservice ,Model," Journal of Reading,
Vol. 13 (March, 1970), 421~8. '
-----------,._---_._.._-----
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instruction in their curriculums. Currently, the attitudes
of many secondary school teachers are not positive toward
incorporating reading instruction into their content area
courses. They often perceive reading instruction as the
responsibility of the elementary school only. Students
who exhibit the ability to recognize and analyze words
are often considered by secondary teachers to be competent
readers whether or not they are able to ,comprehend and
utilize their reading at higher levels. Secondary teachers
who do acknowledge students' limited functioning at
higher cognitive and affective levels often lack know-
ledge about specific instructional practices that may be
employed in content area classes to overcome these limi-
tations.
Carefully planned in-service programs may be a means
of developing positive attitudes toward teaching reading
and learning specific instructional practices for teaching
reading to their students without doing a disservice to
the content that needs to be taught.
The inservice program reported here was judged to be
effective in changing teacher attitudes and imparting
knowledge. Three characteristics of the program are cre-
dited for much of the program's success: 1) reading was
presented as behavior that can occur at various cognitive
and affective levels, 2) faculty members who were already
teaching reading in their content areas were featured, 10
and 3) specific instructional practices were suggested.
An interesting evaluation of the staff displayed the following
results:
To determine the effect of the inservice program on
the teachers who attended, a five-item inventory was
presented to them at the conclusion of the program. The
teachers were asked to indicate Strongly Agree, Agree,
Undecided, Disagree, or StronglY Disagree for each of
the items. The responses were weighted five, four, three,
two, and one, respectively. Mean scores above three,
then, would indicate a positive response to some aspect
of the inservice program. The following table shows the
mean scores for each item, according to subject matter
area. I1
lOIbid••
llIbid• (Table follows).
ind. soc.
Subject Area art bus. Eng. lang. arts math sci. st.
Number of Respondents 2 4 12 4 6 6 7 13
1. Because of the inservice
program I have changed
my concept of the
reading process. 5.0 3.5 3.4 4.5 2.3 3.2 2.6 4.3
2. The presentations gave
me a better under-
standing of the
possibilities for in-
cluding developmental
reading instruction in
my classes. 5.0 3.8 4.3 4.3 3.2 3.3 4.1 4.1
3. The presentations gave
me a better under-
standing of the idea
of a total school ap-
proach to develop-
mental reading in a
secondary school. 5.0 4.3 4.7 4.3 3.0 4.0 4.6 4.2
4. I expect to teach my
students more about
how to read the as-
signed material than
I have in the past. 5.0 4.0 - 4.3 4.5 3.0 4.0 4.6 4.4
5. I would like to find
out more about how I
can help my students t-AeN
be better readers. 5.0 4.5 4.8 5.0 3.3 4.0 4.6 4.5
14
Personally, the writer feels that the reading consul-
tant should become an inter-disciplinary agent to the various
subject area teachers--then coordinate results to the entire
staff. To begin with, total staff participation and com-
mitment is a monumental task and somewhat ideal. Working
with each team or department helps to build decision making
situations realistic in formulating group objectives.
Three doctoral dissertations in secondary reading
interested the writer because of their concluding remarks.
'vil1iam Gordon states in "A Study of Reading Programs
in the Three-Year Junior High Schools of the State of
Indiana":
This survey studied the nature and extent of formal
reading instruction in three-year junior high schools in
the state of Indiana, and compared adopted programs with
an accepted reading program model. From the 94 question-
naires returned, 11 programs were chosen for further
study. Most junior high schools offered remedial rather
than comprehensive reading programs, and faculty involve-
ment was generally low. The role and activities of
reading specialists rarely followed those suggested by
experts in the field. The author concluded that reading
instruction should be broadened to include a whole grade
level rather than a selected group of students and that
it should involve the entire faculty. Reading programs
should become an integral part of the regular school
program, and thorough evaluations should be made as a
means of modifying or updating the programs.
James Guernsey states in "A Proposal for Teaching
Reading· in the East Islip Junior High School":
A~ethod to improve junior high ~chool reading programs
was suggested. Reading skills are now taught either by
the regular classroom (subject area) teacher or in sepa-
rately scheduled reading classes. A synthetic approach,
as opposed to a mutually exclusive concept, woul(l seem
to be indicated. The proposed program would call upon
reading specialists to teach developmental and remedial
reading classes as well as to provide aid for the subject
matter teachers in their efforts to teach reading skills.
--------- ------ --------------...."'""-"-""--- ,..;- ..0..-.=
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Lena Zappo states in "The Relationship Between an
In-Service Training Program of Social Studies Reading
Skills and the Social Studies Achievement of Seventh
Grade Students":
The hypothesis tested was that a group of seventh-
grade students instructed by teachers who had received
an inservice training program in social studies reading
skills would achieve more in social studies content than
a group of'students instructed by teachers who had not
received such training. Six teachers from East Bruns-
wick, New Jersey, public schools were randomly assigned
to the experimental and control groups. The teachers
of the experimental groups were given instruction in
social studies reading skills and in the application of
Bruner's concepts to such skills and to the social studies
content. The same unit outlines, textbook, reference
materials, and audiovisual aids were used by all groups,
but only the experimental teachers worked with a reading
skills outline and a reading skills approach to the
teaching of content material. Post-test scores indicated
significant differences in learning which favored the
experimental groups. Teachers who received the inservice
training program appeared to be better able to help
students attain higher achievement levels in learning
social studies content materials than those who were
untrained. 12
Gordon, Guernsey, and Zappa conclude the following
statements in their respective studies: (1) total faculty
involvement; (2) part of the regular school program; (3)
help for subject matter teachers; and (4) that higher student
achievement is realized when classroom teachers receive in-
service training. These studies seem to reflect the
thinking of current authors in formulating plans for
secondary reading programs~
12E • G. Summers, "Doctoral Dissertations in Secondary
Reading," Journal of Reading, Vol. 13 (May, 1970), 597-602.
16
Cooke states:
Local educators can meet the problem of aiding staff
members to acquire the understandings needed in improving
reading in the various curriculum areas by following the
underlying plan of the New York State Education Depart-
ment. First, create an interest in the problem. The
vehicle used by the department for the creation of interest
was the conference-clinic. Second, provide means by which
this interest can be used in further planning in local
areas for an attack upon the existing problem or problems.
Third, utilize plans for the improvement of reading in'
the various curriculum areas. Finally, after use in the
classroom and careful evaluation, make a record of the
program thus developed as an instructional guide for
teachers in further efforts to improve reading. 1 3
Wiltse remarks:
Reading is a gradual process of growth. Hence, every
teacher must be responsible for "developing the reading
abilities that are necessary for the successful mastery
of his particular subject-matter area. It cannot be
repeated too often that every teacher is a reading teacher.
. .
As nearly as we can recall, the present wave of reading
improvement started in September, 1948, when the seventh-
grade teachers in a junior high school met to study the
cumulative records of the new crop of seventh-graders.
There was general op1n10n among the teachers that these
children as a group appeared to be deficient in reading
ability. Performance scores from the Iowa Silent Reading
Test seemed to confirm the general opinion of the teaching
~taff.
At a later conference, the committee, with the assis-
tance of the superintendent, the principal, and the
elementary supervisors, isolated the following reading
programs which seemed to be those giving teachers the
most trouble:
13Dorothy E. Cooke, "How Staff Members Can Be Aided in
Acquiring the Understandings Needed in Improving Reading in
Various Curriculum Areas," Improved Reading in All Curriculum
Areas, ed. William S. Gray, .Proceedings of t~e Annual Con-
ference on Reading, Vol. XIV (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1952), pp. 223-27.
17
1. 'Vhat should 'be the goals of reading instruction
in the junior high school?
2. How can independence in word recognition be
developed?
3. How important is oral reading?
4. \Vhat devices are available for improving speed
and comprehension in silent reading?
5. How can we improve reading in the subject matter
areas?
6. How can we tell when reading improvement has
actually occurred?
7. How can we help children who need remedial
reading instruction?
8. \Vhat can be done to motivate a schoolwide
program of reading improvement?14
In general, the answers to these question$ were
attacked from a formulation of a committee that held in-
service for teachers. Three areas of importance to the
committee were: (1) expanding the reading program to all
curriculum fields; (2) promoting reading through library
facilities; and (3) support of parents.
Wiltse further states:
Reading improvement is sure to result when teachers,
pupilS, and parents recognize the need for it and co-
operatively go into action to secure it. Nearly every
school will profit from the inauguration of a program
of reading improvement. The Grand Island Program was
started by a group of junior high teachers who were de-
termined to do something to improve seventh-grade reading
ability. This action caused elementary-school teachers
to re-examine the basic reading program. They found certain
glaring weaknesses which they immediately set out to
14Earl W. Wiltse, "Organization For A School-Wide
Attack on the Problem," Improving Reading in All Curriculum~
Areas, ed. William S. Gray,' Proceedings of the Annual Con-
ference on Reading, Vol. XIV (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1952), pp. 11-16.
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correct. A basic reading textbook was adopted, in
accordance with their recommendations.
As the program expanded, attention was centered
upon reading in the content fields. Most encouraging
is the change in attitude on the part of secondary-school
teachers. As a result, students in high school are
learning to read more critically and with greater precision
as teachers emphasize the reading abilities that are
essential in the subject-matter areas. Libraries are
becoming reading centers. Special attention is given to
the needs of children at all levels. Parents have taken
an active part in the program.
Much remains to be done, and modifications are going
on constantly in the light of new research.IS
New research in secondary reading reminds the writer
of the phenomenon of light passing through" a prism. The
spectrum of colors represent the different philosophies of
reading approaches in junior high school programs. Each
philosophy enables the writer to view the varied processes
of reading paradigms.
In 1964 Schneyer concluded the following based on his
research:
1. There is need for reV1S1on of current instruments
for measuring comprehension, vocabulary, and
speech. New formulations or models within which
to view our conception of the nature of each of
~these processes are presently being evolved.
2. There is some evidence that under certain conditions
a developmental reading program may be able to
increase results of verbal-type aptitude tests.
3. There is little significant evidence at present
that individualized reading programs at the
secondary level are greatly superior to uniform
group instruction.
----------------_~r:;;ooa,.,.~-'~'-.:""::';""~.. -;.;.;.;.. .;;;;...-~._=-.;;;.;;;:;-.•-..:.:..;.".....-.-............. .-......;.::;:
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The literature on secondary school reading contains
many1articles advocating a school-wide developmental
reading program for all pupils in the junior and senior
high schools. Yet a review of the reading research did
not reveal a single well-designed research investigation
concerned with a developmental reading program involving
all members of a secondary school faculty in a coopera-
tive effort. Research into the nature, values, problems,
and me~hods of such an approach is sorely needed at this
time. l
Catterson, in an IRA article which appeared in 1965,
summarized her report as such:
Although an increasing number of reports suggest
that partial programs of study skill teaching are be-
coming fairly common, there is a tendency to give serious
consideration to whole school programs of study skills
in "which all content teachers are involved. At least
a few consultants have reported success with such programs.
It is suggested that improvement of programs in the
future might involve: closer liaison with reading special-
ist, content teachers, and administrators; better prepara-
tion of consultants; the encouragement of large scale
studies of study skill teaching; and suggestions to
publishers of textbooks that consider supplying, with
their texts, materials for teaching study skills. 1 7
An extrapolation of Schneyer's and Catterson's articles
reveals to the writer that much is said about secondary pro~
grams, while meager evaluation is indicated, and a limit of
effective reading .programs are in operation. Herber has
pointed out in an interesting article the following thoughts:
16J • Wesley Schneyer, "Significant Reading Research at
the Secondary School Level," Perspectives in Reading, ed.
Faye R. Branca, International Reading Association Perspec-
tives, No.2 (Newark, Delaware: The Association, 1963-64),
pp. 131-146.
17Jane H. Catterson, "Successful Study Ski~l Programs,·
Perspectives in Reading, ed. ,Harold L. Herber, International
Reading Association Perspectives, No. '4 (Newark, Delaware:
The Association, 1964-65), pp. 156-168.
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Developing reading skills demanded by content sub-
jects is primarily a matter of making practical applica-
tion of substantiated theory. Even as we have to show
students how to develop and practice new learning skills,
we have found that we must show content teachers how to
develop and supply new teaching skills.
We have test evidence to show that when content
teachers make the above provisions a part of their
teaching, students' learning increases significantly. It
has been my pleasure to see teachers from the Center give
workshops in schools and to find them both enthusiastic
and articulate about their experiences in teaching their
students·the reading skills demanded by their content
material. This is the kind of evidence that brings
pleasure: enthusiastic endorsements by teachers and
improved competence of students. I8
Herber states that the success of reading instruction
depends upon enthusiasm of teachers and pupils. Teacher
competency is reflected in an improvement of student achieve-
mente The writer of this paper is in total agreement with
Herber. Attitudes, responsibilit~es, and functions of
teachers are the keys to improve the learning atmosphere of
educational goals.
There is a gradual shift in teacher attitude, marked
by growing interest in the problem of reading skills and
reading improvement among all junior and senior high
school teachers. They are raising questions--questions
which cause them to wonder whether anything except a
full-scale all-school program will ever improve reading
instructions. More and more teachers are recognizing
that reading a math problem, a newspaper feature, an
industrial design, a dress pattern, or locating and
critically evaluating special resource materials is not
something apart from the responsibility of every teacher.
l8Harold L. Herber, "Developing Reading Skills Demanded
by Content Subjects," Vistas in Reading, ed. Allen J •. Figurel,
International Reading Association Conference Proceedings~
Vol. II Part 1 (Newark, Delaware: The Association, 1966J,
'pp. 68-71.
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They know that reading ability and intellectual acumen
are complementary. They see first-hand evidence of the
high positive correlation between reading ability and
academic success. Discovering materials and methods to
fit student needs, teachers are finding it more satis-
factory to work with poorer students in the classroom
than to assign these students to special reading programs
or constantly reassign them elsewhere.
Furthermore, teachers realize that failure greatly
affects the morale of the individual student and reduces
both his satisfaction in school and his chances for
success in content subjects. For those who look, there
are content area teachers who are, possibly unconsciously,
effecting good reading techniques in their normal daily
teaching. One can take it as axiomatic that any good
teacher must be a good teacher of reading in his field.
There are a few completely satisfactory programs
which adequately emphasize the teaching of reading in
subject areas. More and better research is needed:
research in teacher training, research in the correlation
of subject matter objectives and content improvement with
reading objectives, the provision of adequate materials,
grouping for instruction, measurement and evaluation of
outcomes, and establishment of guidelines for the adminis-
tration and supervision of programs once in operation. 1 9
Brother Leonard Courtney extends his thoughts in
another article written in 1969 which concludes as follows:
1. There is remarkably little evidence as represented
in this survey that uniquely special, as yet
unidentified, reading problems exist in the
secondary content areas. No doubt they are there,
still to be ferreted out through measures more
adequate than interview, consultation, and ob-
servation.
2. Accepting the integrity of the special reading
teachers cited, it is possible that reading
19Leonard Courtney, tlAre We Really Improving Reading
in the Content Fields?tI Current Issues in Reading, ed. Nila
Banton Smith, International Reading Association Conference
Proceedings, Vol. 13 Part 2 (Newark, Delaware: The Association,
1968-69), pp. 18-33.
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experts are largely talking to themselves,
. persuading the converted, and still not reaching
the mass of secondary subject matter teachers.
Obviously, this opinion is not consistent with
the major conclusions of the Olson-Rosen study.
3. Pleas must be continued and new measures dis-
covered to enlist administrative interest in
reading problems. As has been cited frequently
elsewhere, only the administrators are able to
bring the special reading talent of the experts
and the special content talent of the classroom
teacher together; without trusting cooperation
between these sectors, both reading access to
and success in the content areas will be negligible.
4. Perhaps eventual success in this endeavor will
come only when a set of reading "performance
criteria" has been developed for every class-
room subject at every level and has been put
in the hands of teachers who may be expected to
apply it because of its very forthrightness and
easy, practical use. 20
The most distressing issue is that reading experts may
be talking to themselves! Brother Courtney also indicates
that 'reading experts have to become an integral part in
planning for the total curriculum.
In a special report put out by the U.S. Office of
Education (USOE), authorities list the following steps to
upgrade secondary reading programs:
20Brother Leonard Courtney, n~1eeting Special Reading
Needs in the Content Area Classroom," Fusing Reading Sl,ills
and Content, eds. H. Alan Robinson and El1e~ LaMar Thomas,
International Reading Association, (Newark, Delaware:
The Association, 1969-70), pp. 26-35.
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1. IIire a fully trained reading coordinator--
a specialist who will be able to develop a
program, select and prepare materials, super-
vise remedial instruction, diagnose studerit
deficiencies, and help all teachers--including
those in subject matter areas--to upgrade reading
instruction in their classes.
2. Set up a schoolwide reading center--equipped to
handle above average students as well as slower
ones--where youngst~rs can sharpen their reading
skills under the guidance of a trained specialist.
3. Institute a no-nonsense remedial program--staffed
by specialist--under which youngsters diagnosed
as problem readers can be given intensive individ~
ual instruction designed to help them catch up on
basic skills.
4. Infuse regular English courses with developmental
reading instruction to train students to adjust
reading rate to content, to use textbooks more
effectively, to analyze and interpret more quickly,
and to get more out of reading.
5. Set up a faculty reading committee--including the
principal, the reading coordinator, and teachers
from subject-matter departments--to go over
language problems in each course area and to
develop suggestions on how to meet them.
6. Show all teachers--even those specializing in
math or physical education--how to work reading
instruction into their class presentations and
how to shape assignments to class needs.
7. Assign responsibility to all teachers--those in
content areas as well--for working to improve
youngsters' language skills in their own subjects,
as outlined by the reading committee.
8•. Create a "reading atmosphere" in the school by
making it easier for students to take out library
books, by encouraging them to read outside books
both for course work and for personal enjoyment. 21
21Readin Crisis: The Problem and Su ested Solutions,
Special Report to the N.E.A., December 12, 1970 Editors of
Education U.S.A.), pp. 33-34.
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Perhaps steps such as these, or similar to these, are
the only way students will achieve greater academic success.
Chapter Three will devote the writer's energy in initiating
a secondary program in a team-teaching situation. An
interesting article written by Allen Berger and William H.
Evans mirrors the idea of a multidisciplinary approach in
teaching reading.
Inter-Team Strategies in
Formulating Reading Skills
.Through funds provided by the U.S. Office of Education,
a multidisciplinary approach to the improvement of instruc-
tion in reading and English in secondary schools was pre-
sented by the Reading Center and the Department of English
at Southern Illinois University. Faculty members from
Secondary Education representing the curricular areas of
mathematics, science, and social studies also participated.
Thirty-four participants were selected from the "teams"
that applied to the Institute. Each team consisted of two
members: (1) a junior or senior high school reading teacher
assigned either part or full time to regular instruction in
developmental or remedial reading; (2) a junior or senior
high school English teacher assigned either part or full
time to regular instruction in English language, composition,
and literature. These teams came from 11 states, from
Connecticut to California.
The major purpose of the program was to prepare teams
of reading and English teachers to work in school systems
as resource persons, as teachers of teachers. Teams, it
was assumed, would have a greater impact than individuals
on reading instruction, not only in the fields of reading
and English but in the total program of a school or school
system.
Two specially designed courses formed the core of
college instruction. Foundations in Reading (5 quarter
hours) was designed for secondary teachers and was taught
by the Institute director. Language and Literature Com-
ponents (4 quarter hours) was also designed for secondary
teachers and was taught by the Institute associate direc-
tor. All participants took both courses as one group.
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In addition to attending these college classes in
reading and English, every participant observed on an
elective basis two specially designed demonstration classes,
one in reading and one in English, which were taught by
experienced teachers in these respective fields. The
secondary school students in these classes were told at
the beginning of the program that they would also be assigned
individually to Institute participants for tutoring. Dem-
onstration classes and tutoring sessions were held in a new,
well-equipped, air-conditioned high school.
As mentioned earlier, several local university educa-
tors served as consultants in areas of instruction. In
addition, five nationally prominent educators, representing
both reading and English, worked with the participants for
two days. On the afternoon of the first day of his visit,
each educator gave an address which was open to partici-
pants and to the public. On the following morning, he
spent at least two hours in an informal and spontaneous
discussion with all participants in the Faculty Lounge.2~
The writer of this paper feels that a program such as
this may threaten an individual teacher. Again, it has the
philosophy of imposing a teaching method. An individual teach-
er, a department, or a team will feel that the reading/English
"team" is setting up goals and objectives for them. Teachers,
departments, or teams should be involved and committed to
formulate learning skills within their own subject matter.
They have to feel they are a part of the program--not a
diseminator of a program.
Harold Herber presented an article of similar aspects
in upgrading reading skills through a team effort; however,
several important concepts make his report agreeable to this
writer. His program had Title I assistance.
22A• Berger and W. H. Evans, "Team Teaching of
Teachers in Reading," Reading Improvement, Vol. 6 (Fall,
1969), ·30-4.
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A development of this program was based on several
assumptions:
1. Teachers Make the Critical Difference. Repeatedly
in our methodological research in education, it is clear
that the most critical variable is not the method or the
material but rather the teacher who is applying the former
while using the latter. Successful programs take this
fact~r into account. They must be sufficiently prescrip-
tive so that there is purpose and focus. At the same time,
however, programs must be sufficiently flexible to allow
the individuality of the teacher to be expressed and tllat
elusive "something" which constantly appears in our re-
search to be captured and consciously used.
2. Content Teachers Need Additional Expertise. This type
of program does not assume that content teachers are
devoid of instructional competence. Many of the teaching
strategies commonly used by content teachers are, when
given a change of emphasis or focus, very appropriate
for improving students' reading achievement within the
disciplines. There are teaching strategies that can be
added to their repertoire, however. The combination gives
content teachers sufficient expertise to make reading
instruction an integral part of their curriculum.
3. There is a Shortage of Consultants to Work with Content
Teachers. As indicated above, educators who specialize in
the improvement of reading and who also can translate this
knowledge to the needs of content teachers are in very
short supply. Rather than waiting for universities to
eliminate the shortage, the district decided to develop its
own personnel.
4. Neither Teachers nor Consultants Need to be "Experts tr
in Reading before a Program Starts. How much knowledge
of reading does a content teacher need in order to incor-
porate reading instruction in his curriculum? Ho,,, much
knowledge of reading must the consultant have when
working with content teachers? This program operated on
the assumption that neither the teachers nor the consul-
tants needed to be reading experts. It did assume that to
work together in the program, the consultant had to be
knowledgeable in the content teacher's subject. Since
neither the teacher nor the consultant was to be involved
in remediation, neither had to have the degree of training
that would give them that type of expertise in reading
instruction. It was assumed that through in-service educa-
tion local personnel--successful classroom teachers of
particular disciplines--could gain knowledge about and
experience with instructional procedures to improve students'
reading achievement and understanding of the course content.
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It was also assumed that these teachers then could work
with colleagues in their. disciplines, to pass along their
own knowledge and experience so that their colleagues
would have similar success in their own classes.
5. Ongoing Inservice Education is the Basic Ingredient in
a Successful Program. Such a program requires an open-
ended inservice education program, to add knowledge as
experience dictates the need. One of the dangers in any
education program is to give the participants more than
they need to know or are able to use. An open-ended in-
service program, one that is responsive to the needs
expressed by the participants, is more useful in this type
of program than a prescribed series of sessions with fixed
content. 23
In general they introduced reading skills to individuals
who were trained in other particular subject matter areas.
They in turn planned strategies with their colleagues in
order to teach their content; however, utilizing reading
skills within their content field. These individuals who
served as consultants to content teachers were called "reading
content specialist"_
Herber concludes his article with the following
interesting facts:
The reading content specialists have experienced
success in working with their colleagues. -There is no
communication gap because they know the disciplines.
They have gained sufficient knowledge with respect to
reading instruction to be of practical assistance to
their colleagues. As their experiences dictate the
need for more knowledge, it is available to them through
an on-going inservice program. They than translate this
new knowledge to their colleagues back in their schools.
23Harold L. Herber, "Reading in Content Areas: A
District Develops Its Own Personnel," Journal of Reading,
Vol. 13 (May, 1970), 587-92-
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As teachers become comfortable with teaching strategies
presented by the reading content specialists, the special-
ists move to work with another colleague. It is interesting
to observe the nlL.~ber of teachers WI10 have developed a
sense of independence from the reading content specialists
and have made changes in their teaching strategies useful
in such a program. There has been little rejection of
the methods proposed. by the reading content specialists
because there is no communication gap.
Beginning in the fall of 1970, a study will be made of
changes in reading achievement of the students and their
understanding of the course content. Also, instruments
have been developed to measure teachers' change in method-
ology and their understanding of the' principles related to
same. The first year, then, has been devoted to working
out the procedures for producing teacher change. The
assumption is that teacher participation must be genuine,
not contrived. By having reading content specialists
available who are expert in the respective disciplines,
there is no communication gap between the content teacher
and the "reading tt consultant. Since the teacher is the
critical factor in instruction, the primary focus has been
on maximizing his effectiveness. Subjective evaluation
suggests that, in the main, this apparently has been
accomplished. It will be investigated thoroughly along
with its apparent effect on student achievement. 24
In summarizing Chapter Two the writer would like to
list the following generalizations:
1. Presently some secondary schools are attempting
to define reading programs of their own.
2. In order to insure success in the development
of a reading program, total staff involvement is necessary.
3. Reading specialists need to be able to communi-
cate effectively to other subject matter teachers.
4. Fusing of reading skills into content areas seems
to encourage greater pupil achievement.
24--b · d.l ]. ••
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5. Reading skills are definitely needed beyond the
elementary grades. Secondary skills become more sophisticated,
and reflect the needs of junior and senior high students.
6. Universities need to tra~n secondary teachers in
methods that utilize reading skills as organizational patterns
within their fields.
7. Teachers should at all times think of how pupils
acquire knowledge and what reading skills promote the learning
process.
8. Learning skills should be flexible to change and
to restate--they must serve the needs of particular disciplines
and individual students.
9. Each school is unique in its staff of teachers
and pupils; however, all schools must attempt to define the
learning process within the content areas.
10. As educators we· must not fragmentize content and
skills and assemble them to students as they pass grade by
grade without checking to see why some parts fit and others
do not. Teachers should not think of students as by-products
of an educational assembly line.
11. Educators need to organize their skills in the
knowledge of pupils, in the creativity of their instruction,
and in the awareness of· their functions.
12. Academic success is determined by investigating
intellectual potential and scholastic achievement, and
organizing the educational cycle as a process to generate
thinking skills.
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13. Parents need to become aware of pupil needs, and
become an integral part of the educational program.
14. Finally, reading experts and all agents linked
to instruction, should work together in building realistic
goals and objectives for all students.
Herber and Early state:
've must apply our developing knowledge of how to iden-
tify and produce specific behaviors but do so for combina-
tions of behaviors. Moreover, we should be able to identify
progressive levels of sophistication within these combina-
tions as well as ways to teach these combinations in
realistic and appealing settings. '~~en we do, junior and
senior high school teachers will see, and accept, their
roles in developing mature readers. If we don't, they will
still view reading as a series of sequential drills on
isolated skills, with the entire activity having little
value to them or their students.
'fuen we view reading beyond the early stages as a
synthesis of many skills, if we search accordingly, and
if we apply our interest in and knowledge about programing
to this task, we will see mature readers emerging from our
schools. Then the Right to Read effort will"make sense. 25
25 .H. L. Herber and M. J. Early, "Maturity in Reading--
Can You Get There From He~e?" Journal of Reading, Vol. 14
(February, 1971), 287-8.
CHAPTER III
INITIATING THE PROGRM1
Examination of Pupil Performance
The writer and members of the eighth grade team
developed two scattergrams. One scattergram represents
students who attend classes during the first shift and the
other describes pupils who attend classes during the second
shift. From these scattergrams the team organized literature
groups based on the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test, Form ,J
and the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills, Form Q3 (total
reading score). Initial groups were created on purely statis-
tical information. After groups were formulated according
to the statistical data, teachers reviewed each student with-
in a group and relegated them to an advanced or remedial
group. Teachers also observed grades students received in
grade seven and what pupils have achieved thus far in their
respective eighth grade unified period. Pupil examination
was thus based on three variables: (1) Statistical data
(Otis-Lennon and CTBS); (2) Records from grade seven; and
(3) Observations from eighth grade teachers.
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Team Decisions in Developing Objectives,
Strategies, and Evaluations
A list of reading skills was developed by the writer
and members of the eighth grade team. These reading skills
are used as organizational skills within the geography and
literature classes. As teachers prepared objectives they
included these "organizational' skills" in their plans. The
implementation of audio-visual aids, books, and worksheets
cultivated the concepts and skills for geography and
literature.
Student evaluation was based upon how much knowledge
was retained from a particular unit of study. Team evalua-
tion also measured how well students developed organizational
skills such as the SQ3R. At the end of each unit teachers
evaluated their objectives, activities, teaching methods,
and pupil evaluations. This was an attempt to refine learning
and teaching strategies. Examples of organizational skills
within geography and literature units are presented in
Appendix B of this paper.
Implications of Team Decisions
Members of the eighth grade team felt they partici-
pated considerably in the preparation of objectives,
strategies, and evaluations. The writer acted as a catalyst
and guided team decisions, however, once literature groups
were formed, teachers decided upon their own judgments
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regarding what skills they were going to emphasize within
their particular group.
Team members accentuated skill development as a
vehicle to teach content in geography and literature. Pre-
sently more stress is put on organizational skills than in
the past planning sessions.
The statements written by the members of the eighth
grade team through a questionnaire developed by the writer
are summarized as follows:
Question One--In what way did you prepare concepts
and skills for literature and geography units?
The preparation of concepts and skills were usually
developed by the total team and specific objectives created
by sub-teams. Individual team members felt that student
activities should meet planned objectives. In geography,
the team utilized curriculum guides as a basis for planning
sessions. Last year, the team emphasized concepts in litera-
ture and minimized reading skills.
Question Two-~How did Mr. Chiappetta help the team
plan organizational skills in geography and literature?
Mr. Chiappetta, the writer, formulated and organized
reading skills in literature and geography through team
presentations. The writer also interpreted test results and
organized teacher deployment to meet student needs.
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Question Three--How has the implementation of reading
skills affected teaching and learning 'this year? Explain.
This year teachers on the eighth grade team are more
aware of the skills students were lacking in literature and
geography. Student literature groups were more organized,
skills were logical and sequential for each group, and
students achieved realistic goals. However, there is still
a feeling that units can improve.
Question Four--'Vhat recommendations would you make
(if any) for the implementation of organizational skills?
The recommendations personified seem to be a refine-
ment of learning objectives, more planning time, sequential
skill development in literature and. geography, and teacher
training.
Individual questionnaires written by members of the
eighth grade team are located in Appendix B, pages 45 to 52.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARIES, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
Staff Evaluations: Principal, Team Leader,
and Teachers
~~ithin the first month of school the principal asked
the writer to organize a reading committee that included:
the principal, the seventh grade team leader, one seventh
grade teacher, the eighth grade team leader, the librarian
and her aide, the school reading specialist, and one
guidance counselor.
The first meeting was called together by the principal
in order to establish an organizational plan. The writer
was appointed the chairman and the reading specialist
volunteered to be the secretary. Meetings were held twice
a week. Four significant goals were established by the
reading committee:
1. The development of a sequential reading program
for all students at Starbuck Junior High that will include
developmental, corrective, and clinical techniques.
2. Formation of a reading center that incorporates
material's which reinforce classroom and clinical objectives.
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The resource center will also incorporate materials that
develop advance reading techniques.
3. To introduce reading skills as organizational
skills within the content areas of the unified period which
includes English and geography.
4. To extend organizational skills in all other
departments and teams at Starbuck Junior High.
These objectives are directions for the reading
committee to implement future strategies in the reorganiza-
tion of curriculum.
Future Strategies~n the Implementation
of Cognitive and Affective Reading Skills
Future plans are based upon the goals developed by
the reading committee. In conjunction to the objectives,
the Research and Development Department of Racine Unified
will evaluate the present program through their testing
procedures. Presently, the research department will
evaluate seventh and eighth grade students from Starbuck
Junior High only. The objectives being implemented cur-
rently are numbers two and three. Other objectives will
be developed as the staff becomes more aware of the reading
committee's commitment to improve total student achievement
at Starbuck Junior High.
In conOlusion, I "would 1ike the reader to apprehend
the spirit of the seventh and eighth grade teams and the
readin~ committee itself.
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The following is a summarized list of statements that
indicate the reading committee's reaction upon the fo~uliza­
tion of present objectives:
Implications:
(1) Reading specialist cannot reach the total
student body.
(2) School budgets limit the addition of reading
specialist to a staff.
(3) Integration of ski11s within all content areas
should begin with the seventh and eighth grade
teams.
(4) Teacher growth is manifested through professional
attitudes.
(5) Teachers are becoming more aware of students'
needs.
(6) The success of the re.ading program is directly
related to total staff involvement.
(7) Reorganization of current curriculum priorities
may be beneficial to student achievement.
(8) Secondary teachers need additional skills to
implement these plans effectively.
(9) Effective methods of diagnosis are required in
order to identify individual student needs.
Future:
(1) Leadership is necessary to coordinate the total
Starbuck staff. This step requires the addition
of an interdisciplinary resource teacher
completely flexible to serve the entire staff.
(2) All teachers should teach students ~ to learn
content material.
(3) The program must evolve naturally in order to
eliminate confusion and frustration.
(4) There should be total correlation of all teams
and departments with the library staff.
Original statements written by members of the Star-
buck Reading Committee are located in Appendix C, pages 55 to 61.
Recommendations and Concluding Statement
Overview of the Present Situation
The reading conslutant for the unified school district
has an insurmountable assignment in coordinating goals,
materials, and evaluations for grades K-12. At Starbuck
Junior High School the reading teacher is limited in in-
structing only students who are remedial and cannot devote
any time for a schoolwide developmental program. Individual
teams (unified seventh and eighth) are limited to teach and
reinforce reading skills because of the curriculum complexity
of the unified period. Teams spend a wealth of time in plan-
ning for geography, literature, spelling, parts of speech,
writing skills, and speaking skills. At this time, teachers
do not have sufficient knowledge of how to organize reading
skills within their con~ent area.
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Future Implications
The following recommendations are the writer l s in-
terpretation of the present situation at Starbuck Junior
High: (1) Additional staffing to coordinate efforts in the
development of an instructional reading program at the
secondary level for the unified district; (2) To establish
an inter-disciplinary reading teacher at Starbuck in order
to organize a developmental program for the entire school;
and (3) To redefine curriculum priorities for the unified
period and refine content goals, objectives, and evaluations •
A development of "organizational skills" within content
areas should also be formulated.
Concluding Statement
In order to initiate strategies in the sequential
development of reading abilities for students at Starbuck
Junior High, the program must have complete support and
assistance from the board of education, the administration,
consultants, teachers, pupils and parents.
APPENDIX A
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Diagram I
Principal - Asst. Principals (2)
Team Leader Area Coordinator
Five teachers/one intern
458 students
English/social studies
Services to team
Instructional
Secretary
Three
Aides
Librarian
and
Staff
Reading
Specialist
English
Literature
Five Sections
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Diagram II
Social Studies
Grammar-parts of speech
Mechanics-skills of punctuation
Spelling/Writing
Speech
Very Low Low Middle High Middle High
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QUESTIONN·AIRE
Teaching experience (yrs.)
Degree (undergraduate) Major
Minor
Degree (graduate) Major
Completed: Yes No Minor
Grades taught
1. In what way did you prepare concepts and skills for
literature and geography units?
2. How did Mr. Chiappetta help the team plan organizational
skills in geography and literature?
3. How has the implementation" of reading skills affected
teaching and learning this year? Explain.
4. 'Vhat recommendations would .. you make (if any) for the
implementation of organizational skills?
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Teaching experience (yrs.)
Degree (undergraduate) Major
Minor
Grades taught
Economics
8th
Degree (graduate)
Completed: Yes No
Major
Minor
1. In what way did you prepare concepts and skills for
literature and geography units?
We prepared the geography concepts as a group. Our middle
literature group developed the concepts from the area of
literature. The concepts, as of this date, were pre-
pared to be applicable to Johnny Tremain.
2. How did ~fr. Chiappetta. help the team plan organizational
skills in geography and literature?
Mr. Chiappetta did a tremendous job in planning and ex-
plaining the reading skills. We were then able to apply
these to our literature concepts. We have also been able
to apply these skills in geography.
3. How has the implementation of reading skills affected
teaching and learning this year? Explain.
I have been more aware of all the skills that need to be
developed for our students. This is particularly tnue in
the area of reading, but has also helped in keeping the
geography skills in proper perspec~ive.
4. What recommendations would you make (if any) for the
implementation of organizational skills?
It would be helpful if every activity could have listed
with it the specific skills that it is supposed to teach.
However, this becomes difficult just through a matter of
time and organization. Many times we develop many concepts
and list organizational skills that will be developed and
then are not followed in the development of activities. We
need to develop our activities in constant relationship
,with the concepts. and certain skills. These activities
should be presented so that the concepts and the skills are
presented in an order of difficulty and in the order of
the building processes.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Teaching experience (yrs.)
Degree (undergraduate) Major
Minor
Grades taught
Elementary Ed.
English
8th
Degree (graduate)
Completed: Yes No
Major
Minor
1. In what way did you prepare concepts and skills for
literature and geography units?
I usually am part of a subteam that discusses poss~ble
concepts and skills appropriate for each unit in both
literature and geography. As a result, my preparation is
a contribution of any ideas I may have.
2. How did Mr. Chiappetta help the team plan organizational
skills in geography and literature?
Because of his skills in the reading area, Mr. Chiappetta
has helped the team greatly with testing and grouping,
as well as planning activities in literature. In geo-
graphy, he tends to help us keep our perspective in
relationship to the students' abilities.
3. How has the implementation of reading skills affected
teaching and learning this year? Explain.
This year's implementation of these reading skills is a
great improvement over last year's. Our concepts and
skill areas have become more structured and follow a se-
quence more logically than last year. As a result, the
students have seemed to be more organized. They seem to
be able to see more clearly the structure of units, there-
fore better able to meet the objectives set.
4. 'Vhat recommendations would you make (if any) for the
~mplementation of organizational skills?
None.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Teaching experience (yrs.) 6
-
Grades taught 8th
Degree (undergraduate)
Degree (graduate)
Completed: Yes No
Major
Minor
It'lajor
~Iinor
English, History
Audio-Visual Ed.
1. In what way did you prepare concepts and skills for
literature and geography units?
In geography, concepts and skills were decided upon before
other material was planned; then activities were designed
to meet objectives.
In literature, concepts wel"e emphasized, but sl<ills were
neglected for the most part.
2. How did Mr. Chiappetta help the team plan organizational
skills in geography and literature?
In literature, Leo helped focus the team on skills that
students might need. He helped us recognize skills
lacked by students.
3. How has the implementation of reading skills affected
teaching and learning this year? Explain.
Units. needed to be reworked to focus on skills -- this
has taken more time and, therefore, units are not as
well-developed as they might be.
4. What recommendations would you make (if any) for the
implementation of organizational skills?
Actually we need more class time to work on these skills.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Teaching experience (yrs.) Student teaching Grades taught 8th
Degree (undergraduate) Major
Minor
English
Degree (graduate)
Completed: Yes No
Major
Minor
1. In what way did you prepare concepts and skills for
literature and geography units?
With behavioral objectives in the literature area.
2. How did Mr. Chiappetta help the team plan organizational
skills in geography and literature?
Through team presentation utilizing his skills. Evalua-
tions of tests. Distribution of students into classified
literature areas according to ability of students.
3. How has the implementation of reading skills affected
teaching and learning this year? Explain.
It has established a very reputable reading program.
4. What recommendations would you make (if any) for
the implementation of organizational skills?
None.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Teaching experience (yrs.) First year
7th-intern-sn~p
Grades taught 8th
----
Degree (undergraduate) Major
Minor
English Psychology
Degree (graduate)
Completed: Yes No
Major
Minor
1. In what way did you prepare concepts and skills for
literature and geography units?
Help to develop behaviorial objectives for Geography
unit in Western Europe. Helped plan map, chart, etc.,
skills for this unit. Developed behavioral _ objectives
and vocabulary skill activities for literature.
2. How did Mr. Chiappetta help the team plan organizational
skills in geography and literature?
Organized basic structure of 8th grade literature program.
Extremely helpful with individual literature groups.
3. How has the implementation of reading skills affected
teaching and learning this year? Explain.
I believe it will be easier to work with the (ability
grouped) literature class. Range of students less ex-
treme than last·year. Skills are chosen to apply to
each literature group.
4. 'Vhat recommendations would you make (if any) for the
implementation of organizational skills?,
Ability '" group~pg wouJ.,d., be ..,:b~l1eficial in., geography skill
areas.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Teaching experience (yrs.}Intern Grades taught 8th
Degree (undergraduate) Major
Minor
English - Secondary Education
Sociology
Degree (graduate)
Completed: Yes No
Major
Minor
1. In what way did you prepare concepts and skills for
literature and geography units?
I have tried to observe and take part in a minor way in
both the preparation of literature and geography. I have
worked in several "sub-teams" and have given two large
group presentations.
2. How did Mr. Chiappetta help the team plan organizational
skills in geography and literature?
Mr. Chiappetta, in my inexperienced op1n10n, has positively
contributed in all areas in organizing the basic con-
cepts and skills for our 8th unified team. He channels ,
his talents and abilities in a constructive manner at
all times.
3. How has the implementation of reading skills affected
teaching and learning this year? Explain.
I obviously have no way of comparing the affects of the
implementation of the reading program over the previous
years. I can say that through observation and conversa-
tion with Mr. Chiappetta, I have learned more than I could
ever learn in a reading methods course at the University.
4. What recommendations would you make (if any) for the
implementation of organizational skills?
None.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Teaching experience (yrs.)
Degree (undergraduate) Major
Minor
8 Grades taught 8, 10
English - Biology
Spanish - Bducation
Degree (graduate)
Completed: Yes No
Major
~Iinor
1. In what way did you prepare concepts and skills for
literature and geography units?
Behaviorial objectives for the grammar skills.
2. I-Iow did ~Ir. Chiappetta help the team plan organizational
skills in geography and literature?
In team presentations.
Evaluation of reading scores, distribution of students
into respective groups.
3. How has the implementation of reading skills affected
teaching and learning this year? Explain.
It has strengthened the reading program in offering the
opportunities to work with the development of applicable
skills in ability groups.
4. What recommendations would you make (if any) fo~ the
implementation of organizational skills?
Ability grouping for better implementation of organizational
skills.
Teacher workshops for review of skills and use of skills.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Teaching experience (yrs.) 5 Grades taught 7, 8
Degree (undergraduate)
Degree (graduate)
Completed: ~ No
Major
Minor
Major
Minor
American History and English
Urban History
1. In what way did you prepare concepts and skills for
literature and geography units?
Literature skills were based upon IQ and CTBS scores.
Students were then grouped and concepts and skills unique
to each group were planned. Geography skills and concepts
were based upon previously created curriculum guide with
suggested concepts and objectives. Specific objectives
and activities were formulated on a team basis.
2. How did Mr. Chiappetta help the team plan organizational
skills in geography and literature?
Mr. Chiappetta was valuable in formulating and organ1z1ng
essential reading skills that are applicable to geography
as well as reading and literature. It is hoped that we
can use a multi-level approach in geography, although
more time, money, and materials will be needed to make
such an approach a reality.
3. How has the implementation of reading skills affected
teaching and learning this year? Explain.
When we are 'discussing the plot line of a story, I am
better able to realize that we are actually teaching
sequence, cause and effect relationships and literal
comprehension.
4. What recommendations would you make (if any) for the
implementation of organizational skills?
Identify certain skills that need to be taught.
Specify objectives.
Create activities that would best meet these objectives.
APPENDIX C
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FORMAT USED FOR WRITTEN STATEMENTS
DtPLICATIONS:
FUTURE:
Individual teachers
Individual students
Team and departments
At Starbuck Junior High School
School District (Jr. High Schools)
Curriculum
Staff Deployment
READING COMMITTEE: Tom Blount
James Coles
Mark Farris
Joe Kieman
Marilyn Kiemen
Mary Kletecka
James Sprester
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Written Statement
Implications:
Individual teachers
If the program were to be fully implemented it could
certainly serve to provide in-service training for teachers.
As we know, reading preparation is a practically non-existent
requirement for the training of secondary teachers, yet this
subject is an integral part of all teaching. The in~service
aspect of our reading program could fill this gap.
Individual students
The primary goal of the program should be providing for
the individual reading needs of all students. vlliile this is
a general objective, it is too often set aside for all of the
teacher activities that make a program seem superficially an
active one, but if closely examined a distinct lack of con-
cern for the student's needs would be evident.
Teams and departments
Our program should point to the desirability to have
teachers working and planning together to help each other pro-
vide for their students' needs. If we are to offer a develop-
mental program, we need to have a team effort to coordinate
and implement.
Future:
It is difficult to project too much in the future be-
cause people in this school and district wi~e need to develop
and maintain interest in the program. The vari~bles affecting
such commitment are numerous with money being a most question-
able factor for purchasing materials. I feel that a proposed
reading course for junior high students is a desirable goal.
While I am aware that much work has been put into the program
already, I still see many questions that need answers and
proposals that need the energy of teachers to put them into
action.
Tom Blount
7th Grade Coordinator
Written Statement
-----. ~~o·...:.'"'o-:.:....:··.~.. ..:::.-.=_....;.;;.;.... ---=
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Implications:
It has been my belief for a number of years that a
meaningful program in reading for all students could not be
developed outside of the regular classroom. The reading
specialist could not make a comprehensive impact on the needs
of all students. The specialist can effectively serve only a
relatively small group of students. This person might focus
on those students with severe disabilities; or those bright
students who are reading below expectations; or those who need
enrichment and specialized skills, or the specialist can assist
teachers in an in-service program. But, the reading specialist
cannot do all of these things or reach very many pupils. In
addition, with the pressure on school budgets, the possibility
of enough additional specialists being added to the school staff
so that a comprehensive program could be carried out is not
realistic.
Recognizing the limitations posed above, but acknow-
ledging that improvement in the instruction of reading was an
un-met need of the junior high school curriculum, another ap-
proach to the problem had to be developed.
It has been my belief that any special program with
specific goals is often most effectively handled by integrating
it into the normal course of studies, thus making it a normal,
natural activity for the student. In addition, the teachers
who know the students' needs and abilities best are respon-
sible for decisions made on their behalf.
Our school is fortunate to have on its staff people
with a great deal of interest and expertise in the instruction
of reading. Since all but the reading specialist are members
of a unified period team, the logical place to initiate a
formal reading program for all students was the unified period.
Future:
I hope that the experience of our unified team members
is such that they can see the results of our efforts so that
it might conceivably happen that a reading program be an in-
tegral part of unified period. A critical requisite of this
is that these teachers develop some expertise of their own.
I feel that the objective stated by our reading commit-
tee that each subject area become formally involved in teaching
reading is an absolute necessity if we are to truly make a
school-wide impact on all students.
Both of the preceding paragraphs require leadership.
It is my hope that I can sell the superintendent on the
concept of reading being integrated into the total program
to a sufficient enough degree to secure his approval of
adding a "reading catylst ll to the staff for the 1972-73
school year.
James Coles
Princip~l
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Written Statement
Implications:
The reading program among the seventh and eighth grade
unified studies teams has certainly helped teachers grow
through a professional attitude being fostered by just the
inception of such a program. It helps teachers to better ex-
plain their roles to parents who many times question the
amount of reading taught. Gains and insights can be witnessed
as teachers more easily and clearly express their thoughts
concerning reading as it pertains to the educational enter-
prise. As the spectrum widens to encompass more departments,
the same phenomena will be observed throughout the school.
For students the prog~am has more concrete implications.
Gains can be seen in many individual cases. Students ask for
literature period classes who previously feared mention of the
word. Students are all challenged at their levels and feel
that they are being helped to grow with the true attitude
toward education, one of seeking, learning, growing.
Future:
Because reading remains the 'base of most education as
we know it, the future of all junior high schools and senior
high schools must include a conscious effort of all staff mem-
bers to teach reading within their subject areas. As students
are flooded with new and more sophisticated vocabularies and
phraseOlogies, lack of the ability to read~'and comprehend well
can no longer be camouflaged. Society will demand higher and
higher levels of reading proficiencies of our graduates from
high school and therefore it behooves us to arrange our
priorities to give the student those things which are most
likely to stand him in good stead in his adult life.
Mark M. Farris
Team Leader
Seventh Grade Unified Studies Team
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Written Statement
Implications:
A coordinated and sequential reading program at the
junior high level would serve to strengthen the overall pro-
gram of the school. However, this should develop in an
evolutionary rather than a revolutionary manner.
Money, programmed time, adequate resources, and an
enthusiastic staff are requisites for such a program. This
would also entail eliminating a segment of our English pro-
gram; for as you, add something to a program, you must
eliminate something else. Otherwise, you do- not perform
adequately or efficiently in any segment of the program.
Future:
A logical starting point would be with the 7th and 8th
grade teams. Since we have already determined the sequence
of skills, we only need to familiarize teachers and supportive
personnel on the utilization of materials.
On the 8th grade team, I can visualize creating a pro-
gram on a team basis in which we would correlate the level of
the materials with that of the pupils. This, then, would
become a permanent part of our program. 've could even gener-
ate materials in geography that would attempt to teach
specific skills at specific levels of reading proficiency
with students aiming toward a specified objective.
It would be feasible to experiment with a few students
at a time so that each teacher works gradually into the pro-
gram and, therefore, feels more comfortable as he or she
proceeds. A gradual expansion could then lead into a more
comprehensive program.
Joe Kieman
8th Grade Team Leader
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Written Statement
Implications:
Individual teachers, including the librarians
1. More adequate definition of student needs in reading
so librarian could organize supplementary and/or
enrichment activities.
2. More envolvement of library resources and librarian in
working with small groups of students in activities
planned with the teacher.
3. Delegation of clerical duties to a trained auxiliary
aide in the Reading Clinic.
Individual Students
1. More contact with the library in the use of all our
resources for group or independent study and browsing.
2. Availability of more materials on a circulation basis
to meet specific, defined reading needs as well as
intellectual and emotional needs.
Teams and Departments
1. More adequate and frequent contact with the librarian
to select and organize materials related to developing
specific reading skills and to prepare subject, theme,
or skill bibliographies for the use of students and/or
teachers.
2. Development of programs to supplement or enrich class-
room activities.
Future:
In the future I can see the development of a Reading
Clinic at Starbuck that would work closely with the teachers
in developing programs for the specific needs of the students.
Auxiliary aides should be utilized in whatever ways possible.
The librarians should work closely with the teachers and
Reading Clinic to organize resources and activities for the
various subject areas and student needs.
Curriculum in all areas should reflect the importance
of reading skill development. Staff members, perhaps, could
attend an .in-service program on the problems in reading and
how to detect and work with the Clinic to overcome them.
Marilyn Kiemen
Librarian
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Written State~ent
Implications:
First for teachers, teams and departments, the Star-
buck Reading Program has created an awareness of the need to
teach reading skills. Though this awareness had been pre-
viously felt by many teachers, they lacked the tools to
implement this awareness into meaningful action.
The most important aspect of the program is that it
has given the teachers some tools with which to begin to use
reading skills in their lesson plans. (Example - The reading
skill chart--using this spectrum teachers can see in a brief
way what reading skills they might be building into their
lesson plans.)
Because teachers are aware and are making a conscious
effort to incorporate reading skills into their lesson plans
it is reasonable to assume that students will improve in
reading and study skills.
Future:
In the future, other disciplines besides English and
social studies hopefully will feel the need to use the reading
skills peculiar to their area.
Perhaps, in the future, curriculum might be written
not only with the learning goals in mind; but the process to
learn goals also which would include reading and study skills.
The success of the program will depend in part on the
reading specialist's skill to interprete the program to the
teachers and to execute the plan into a reality. A great deal
will depend on the enthusiasm and cooperation of teachers to
see it through successfully by the consistent and constant
use of reading skills in their lesson plans.
The program is simple and concrete and easily adaptable
to any school situation. The only additional personnel might
be a reading specialist. For the majority of students no ad-
ditional reading materials would be needed, as the reading skills
would be taught using their reg"lar texts. For the remedial
students, special materials might be needed, but since they
make up such a small minority large quantities of materials
need not be purchased.
Mary Kletecka
Reading Teacher
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Written Statement
Implications:
As a counselor, I asked to sit in on reading committee
meetings in an attempt to familiarize myself with the program
and its possible implications throughout the school. ~lany
of the students with whom I have contact have learning dis-
abilities, and most of these involve severe reading difficul-
ties. Many of these students consequently develop behavior
problems--either withdrawing or acting aggressively as a
result of their academic frustrations. I had hoped that my
knowledge of the program would help in more thoroughly under-
standing the problems encountered by many of our students,
and that it would help in guiding the' development of these
people. \
This understanding of the various aspects of the devel-
opmental reading program is perhaps one of the most important
parts of the Starbuck Reading Program. Most, if not all,
teacher training programs at the secondary level neglect any
concentrated effort to help the teacher understand the devel-
opmental processes and skills involved in reading--to say
nothing of preparing him to teach reading. Thus, one of the
primary implications for the individual classroom teacher is
a working knowledge of the reading processes and a practical
knowledge to be utilized in the teaching of it. The reading
program provides this knowledge in a concise, step by step
manner.
When this knowledge of the reading skills and develop-
mental goals is internalized and utilized by the individual'
teacher, it should show positive reading gains. Utilized
with a teaching team, which allows for much more individualized
attention, the'results should increase and perhaps be more
readily recognizable.
Future:
Future implications for the Starbuck Reading Program
are wide and varied. After it is firmly established, it
could be expanded to include other schools and eventually
be system wide. Within the school, it is hoped to be expanded
to include other departments. Developmental reading skills
would then be built into the curricula of other areas, and at
other leve18--thus~helpingto further "the right to read".
James Sprester
School Counselor
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READING SKILL 'CHART - A
Seventh
Eighth
'"lORD ATTACK
PI-IONETIC
Unified Period
VOCABULARY
GEl~ERAL
Starbuck Junior High
1971-72
COMPREI-IENSION
LITERAL
Initial consonants
Consonant blends
Short and long
vowels
Consonant digraphs
Vowel dipthongs
Vowel digraphs
STRUCTURAL
Syllabication
Accents
Possessives
Contractions
Inflectional
endings
Compound words
.lt1ultiple meanings
Synonyms
Homonyms
Antonyms
Interpreting Col-
loquial and
figurative expres-
sionfJ
Prefixes and
suffixes
Base words
and Latin words
Context clues
TECHNICAL
'~ords and their
meanings charac-
teristic of
individual dis-
ciplines such as:
1) math; 2)
sc'ience; 3) his-
tory, etc.
Details
Main ideas
Sequence
Comparisons
Cause-effect re-
','Lationship
Character traits
Following directions
INFERENTIAL
Details
}1ain ideas
Sequence
Comparisons
Cause-effect
Character traits
Predicting outcomes
Figurative language
EVALUATION
Fact and opinion
Adequacy and
validity
Worth, desirability,
and acceptability
Appropriateness
APPRECIATION
Emotional response
to content
Identification"wl
characters or incident
Reaction to author's
use of language
Imagery
PROPAGANDA
*
Developed by the
Reading Committee'
False analogies
Half truths
Band wagon
Platitudes & cliches
Transfer
Testimonials
Glittering generalities
Name calling
READING SKILL CHART - B
Seventh
Eighth
STUDY SKILLS
Unified Period
ORAL READING
Starbuck Junior High
1971-72
IREADING FLEXIBILITY
ORGANIZATION
Classification
Outlining
Summarizing
Evaluation of
information
Analyzation
Sythesization
Association
Production
LIBRARY
Dictionary
Card Catalog
Encyclopedia
Reference books
Nonfiction
Fiction books
Periodicals
Authors
Table of Con-
tents
Index
Glossary
Title page
C'opyright
Publication
Footnotes
Tables,
Locating infor~
mation
Graphs
Maps
STUDY METHOD
SQ3R .
SQRQCQ - math
PQRTQ - science
Distinct enun-
ciation
Audibility
Expression
Phrasing
thought units
grouping
punctuation
:LISTENING:
CO~1PREHENSION
Awareness of
content
Answers factual
questions
Relates main ideas
Tells story
accurately
Translates infor-
mation
Interprets infor-
mation
Extrapolates in-
formation
Associates exper-
iences
Evaluates ideas
Makes judgments
Follows sequence-
\ .-, organization
Forming sensory
images
Sensing emotions
and moods
Sensitive to
phrases, cadance,
inflection, and
emphasis
TYPES OF READING
Skimming for detail
Skimming for main
ideas
Scanning
FAST RATE
~lagazines
Newspapers
Some bool(s -
recreational' reading
BETTER
TECHNIQUES
Eye movements
Fixation points,
pauses
Reading idea units
Recognition span
Perception
Regressions
Return sweep
Study-reading
~lemory
Following directions
TYPES OF BOOKS
Fiction
Nonfiction
SLOW' RATE
study type materials
* Developed by the
Reading Committee
Table of Specification for the
Language Arts (Grade 8)
Content and Skills
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1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
Language
Nature of Language
History of Language
Structure of Language
Language Sounds
1.31a
1.31b
Phonemes
Graphemes
Word Forms
1.32a
1.32b
1.32c
Suffixes
Prefixes
Inflections
1.33 Word Arrangement
1.33a
1.J3b
1.33c
Form Classes
Phrases and Clauses
Sentence Position
1.4 Vocabulary
,History of Words
1"10rd Meanings
1.42a
1.42b
"Nord Attack
~tymology and Idioms
1.43
1.5 Usage
1.51
1.52
1.53
Dictionary Making
Formal English
Informal English
Dialect
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1.6 Spelling
1.61
1.62
1.63
1.64
1.65
1.66
1.67
1.68
Antonyms
Homonyms
Synonyms
Plurals
Possessives
Contractions
Vowel Patterns
Consonant Patterns
2.0 Language Skills
2.1 Listening
2.11
2.12
Basic Listening Skills
Listening Activity
2.2 'Speaking
2.21
2.22
2.3 Reading
2.4 Writing
Basic Speaking Skills
Speaking Activity
Basic Reading Skills
Reading Activity
Basic Writing Skills
2.41a
2.41b
2.4lc
2.41d
2.41e
2.41f
Basic Sentence Patterns
Sentence Expansion
Sentence Fra~4ent
Run-on Sentence
Paragraph Or~anization
Connectives (sentence and para-
graph)
Mechanics
2.42a
2.42b
Punctuation
Capitalization
2.43
2.44
Creative Writing
Writing Activity
3.0 Literature
3.1 Poetry
3.2 Prose
3.3 Structure
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3.3a
3.3b
3.3c
3.3d
3.3e
3.3f
3.3g
Plot
Characterization
Conflict
Comparison/Contrast
Sequence
Cause/Effect
Time/Spatial Relationships
3.4 Enjoyment and Insigllts
3.41 Style
3.41a Sarcasm
3.41b Exaggeration
3.41c Allusions
3.41d Assumptions
3.42 Purpose
3.42a To Inform
3.42b To Entertain
3.42c To Explain
3.42d To Describe
3.42e To Convince
3.42f To Criticize
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Geography Skills Grade 8
Tentative Structure
Taxonomy
Knowledge
Comprehension
Translation
Interpretation
Extrapolation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Skills
Locating and Organizing
lnformatJ.on
basic text
supplementary materials
a·. encyclopedia
b. kit books
c. films, filmstrips,
tapes, etc.
d. magazines
e. field trips
f. interviews
g. maps
h. globes
'using the index and table of
contents
careful reading
skimming
sharpen critical and con-
centrative listening
skills
develop a cumulative social
studies vocabulary
Interpreting Maps and Globes
noting simple directions
on maps and globes
describing the difference
between map projections
and comparing them
recognizing various types
of scales
computing distance by scale
using latitude and longitude
by scale for location
reading map symbols
Interpreting Materials in
Graphic Form
1.
2.
pictures
charts
3. graphs
4. cartoons
Taxonomy
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Developing a Sense of Time
and Cllronology
Application
Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
establishing a framework
for time relationships -
time lines etc.
placing related events in
chronological order
Analysis of Information
note-tal<ing
a. recognizing key terms
b. recognizing main and
subordinate points
c. discriminating between
relevant and irrele-
vant data
d. organizing notes in a
logical structure
outlining
analysis of propaganda
and pro/con materials
taking information and
putting it into own words
in the form of a report
group reports or discussions
a. being an effective group
member
1.) helping to
clarify group
objectives
2.) offering useful
ideas
3.) keeping the dis-
cussion or project
on the track
4.) suggesting com-
promises when
group opinion is
divided
b. choosing effective
leadership
c. recognizing activities
which lend themselves
to group activity
Critical Thinking
1. recognizing and stating a
problem
2. making suggestion of what
might be done
71-
3. gathering information
4. checking information
5. testing information
6. formulating questions
which call for various
types of thinking
a. recall or recognition
b. putting information into
a new form
c. interpretation
d. answering with an
enlightened guess
e. applying processes or
generalizations pre-
viously used
f. analysis
g. synthesis
h. evaluation
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DEVELOPING AND USING BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVES 'IN GEOGRAPHY *
by
Ambrose A. Clegg, Jr.
Goals of Geographic Education
1. Content (product) objectives involve the development of
important facts, concepts, and generalizations
selected from various aspects of the discipline of
geography.
2. Learning process objectives include a wide range of cog-
nitive and affective activities such as comparing, con-
trasting, predicting, fo~ing ·hypotheses, valuing, and
decision making. Also included are particular geographic
skills such as interpreting map symbols, locating a place
by its grid coordinates, estimating distance using a
scale of miles, or using longitude and time zones to
determine local time.
Basic Characteristics of Learning and Content Objectives
1. The objective describes an intended outcome.
2. It is stated in behavioral or performance terms using
a strong action verb.
3. Necessary materials or conditions are specified.
4. A criterion of acceptable performance is stated.
Cognitive
Processes
A Sample of Strong Action Verbs
Affective
Processes
Geographic
Sl,ills
* Focus on Geography, NeSS 40th Yrbk, 1970,
to recall
to recite
to describe
to identify
to prefer
to ch;oose
to believe in
to react positively
or negatively toward
to construct
(a model)
to draw ( a map)
to interpret
(symbols)
to locate
(countries)
Philip Bacon (ed.)
Cognitive
Processes
to compare
to contrast
to evaluate
to solve
to apply
to observe
to analyze
Affective
Processes
to respond to
to judge as good or
bad"
to approve
to comply with
to acclaim
to react with pleasure
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Geographic
Sl{ills
to identify
(time zones)
to measure
(distances)
to determine
slope (from a
contour map)
to translate
(color codes)
to show distor-
tions of various
projections
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